
 

 

Sunday 2 September  

What’s on    

 

Over the course of this weekend visitors can see a variety 

of different produce harvested across the site. From the 

vegetables in the Victorian cottage garden, to the produce 

of Bayleaf farmhouse garden and orchard.  

There is also a range of other demonstrations to enjoy, 

including woodworking and flax processing. 
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New day schools at the Museum for autumn 2018 

 

Writing Poetry at the Weald & Downland Museum 

Wednesday 12 September 2018, 10.30am-5.30pm 

We will use the houses, setting and implements on display as source material to  

develop notebook entries and then more sustained first drafts of poems. The  

emphasis will be on how observational writing develops a metaphoric power. We will 

experiment with the emotional resonance of language concerned with making,  

building and gardening, as we explore notions of home and work in relation to the 

rich sources of this setting and our own lives. Creative methods will include: discus-

sion of poems, observational writing tasks, poetry experiments and some gentle  

celebratory sharing of work at the end of the day. The one day course and the evening 

reading by our guest poets and tutor are open to writers of any level of experience 

with a willingness to experiment with writing exercises in relation to the artefacts and 

setting.  

The tutors: Stephanie Northgate, poet and poetry tutor  

For full details: www.wealddown.co.uk/courses/writing-poetry-at-the-weald-

downland-museum/ 

Email: courses@wealddown.co.uk or call: 01243 811021 

Garden History in 10 Objects     

Friday 19 October 2018, 9.30am-4.30pm 

A one day ' taster ' interactive course to explore the diversity and depth of garden 

history. You’ll get a chance to examine and ask questions about a range of objects 

connected with the history of gardens and then we’ll investigate them in context to 

show how the styles and fashions change.  

The tutors:  

Letta Jones, MA, is a Lecturer in Horticulture and Garden History.  

David Standing was Head Gardener at Gilbert White’s house for over 35 years. 

Carlotta Holt is the Museum Gardener at the Weald & Downland Living Museum. 

For full details visit: www.wealddown.co.uk/courses/garden-history-10-objects/ 

Email: courses@wealddown.co.uk or call: 01243 811021 



Other activities today: 

At Cowfold barn with the Tudor Group:  

 threshing and winnowing 

 making straw rope as used by thatchers when wood for purlins was in 

short supply and more generally for horse collars and basic agricultural 

bindings 

 bee skeps and straw baskets out of ‘lipwork’ 

 straw hats 

 exploring household uses such as stuffing mattresses, hand brushes, 

washing up  and comparing wheat, barley and rye straw 

Also around the Museum: 

 Chat to the team about the harvest in Bayleaf Tudor farmhouse  

garden, B1  

 See the harvesting in the Toll House (M6), Whittaker’s Cottages (V1) 

and house from Walderton (M5) 

 Victorian preserves, in Whittaker’s Cottage, V1 

 See how to make coiled baskets under Titchfield Market Hall, M1 

 Find out about Tudor markets, under Titchfield Market Hall, M1 

 Demonstration of processing flax at the medieval shop from  

Horsham, M2 

 Calligraphy demonstration in the medieval shop from Horsham, M2 

 Find out about brewing in the House from Walderton, M5 

 Visit Hambrook barn, our new family activity hub, D4 

 See the historic clothing display in lower Crawley hall, M3   

         Programme subject to change 

10-minute talks :  

 11.00 The Tudor harvest. Meet at Bayleaf garden, B1 

 11.15 Threshing and winnowing. Meet at Cowfold barn, B3 

 11.30 Find out about Tudor markets.  Meet under Titchfield Market 

Hall, M1 

 12.00 The Hedgerow Harvest. Meet near Titchfield Market Hall, M1 

 12.15 Making straw rope and straw hats. Meet at Cowfold barn, B3 

 12.30 Find out about brewing. Meet in the House from Walderton, M5 

 12.45  Chat to the stables team and find out about our working heavy 

horses. Meet at the stables, S10 

 1.00 Find out about Tudor markets.  Meet under Titchfield Market 

Hall, M1 

 1.30 Join a 40-minute tour of the Downland Gridshell building and  

artefact store, D1 

 2.15 The Victorian cottage harvest. Meet at Whittaker’s Cottage, V1 

 2.30 Find out about Tudor markets.  Meet under Titchfield Market 

Hall, M1 

 2.45 Find out about brewing. Meet in the House from Walderton, M5 

 3.00 The Tudor harvest. Meet at Bayleaf farmhouse, B1 

 3.15 Skep making. Meet at Cowfold barn, B3 

 3.30 Toll House harvest.  Meet at the Toll House, M6 

 

 

 


